STAY CONNECTED.
FROM ANYWHERE.
A SMART WAY FOR KNEE SUPPORT AND REHABILITATION: X4™ WITH MOTION INTELLIGENCE™

HELPS YOU RECOVER AT HOME WITH THE FIRST SUPPORTIVE KNEE BRACE THAT TRACKS YOUR EXERCISES AND ACTIVITY WITH REAL-TIME MONITORING.
X4 Smart Brace helps provide stability and exercise monitoring during the pre- and post-operative phases of reconstructive knee surgery by keeping you connected to your doctor. The digitally connected, app enabled X4 Smart Brace tracks your exercise and activity progress and allows you to communicate directly with your doctor from anywhere.

TRACK AND MONITOR ACTIVITY
Track progress of at-home exercises, step count, activity tracking and rehab progress. Your doctor and clinical care team receive daily updates on your progress and activity levels.

INTUITIVE, EASY TO USE APP
Track your daily goals, view daily exercises, video tutorials, and communicate directly with your doctor.

SUPPORTIVE BRACE WITH COMFORTABLE, WRAPAROUND DESIGN
Designed with breathable material, easy to apply thigh/calf straps, and adjustable range of motion control.
Below are some frequently asked questions regarding your X4™ Smart Brace.

Why did my medical professional recommend an X4™ Smart Brace?
For pre- and post-operative reconstructive knee surgery (total knee replacement), the X4™ Smart Brace helps by stabilizing your knee, measuring and tracking range of motion, pain level and exercises. The X4™ Smart Brace is designed to transmit data to your medical professionals and allow them to carefully track your progress while you heal.

How often do I need to wear the X4™ Smart Brace?
Consult with your medical professional about how often and how long to wear the X4 Smart Brace™. Your medical professional will be able to prescribe based on your unique situation. The X4™ Smart Brace is intended to be worn during waking hours in direct contact with skin or as directed by your medical professional. (Do not wear brace while swimming, in the shower/bath or other occasions where your brace could get wet. Do not wear your X4™ Smart Brace while sleeping.)

How do I put the X4™ Smart Brace on?
The X4™ Smart Brace is easy to put on. Refer to the X4™ Smart Brace Instructions for Use for complete instructions and step by step pictures. For a video on how to apply the X4™ Smart Brace visit www.djoglobal.com/x4

How do I pair the X4™ Smart Brace with my tablet or smart phone?
The X4™ Smart Brace is simple to pair with most Android and iOS tablets or smart phones. Refer to the X4™ Smart Brace Instructions for Use for complete instructions and step by step screen shots. For a video on how to pair the X4™ Smart Brace with your smart phone or tablet visit www.djoglobal.com/x4.

What if I am having problems with pairing or using the X4™ Smart Brace?
There are three ways to get help:
• Refer to the X4™ Smart Brace Instructions for Use
• Call 844-279-0200
• Email MIsupport@djoglobal.com

What if I can't do the prescribed exercises?
If for some reason you cannot complete the exercises, the app gives you the opportunity to select a reason (too much pain, not enough time, etc.) The information is communicated to your medical professional.

Can I wash the X4™ Smart Brace?
Yes, you can wash the straps. Be sure that the hinges DO NOT GET WET. Detach the removable hook and loop strap from the hinges on each side of the brace. Hand wash in cool water with mild soap.

Learn more about X4™ Smart Brace with Motion Intelligence™ at www.djoglobal.com/x4.

If you are having any medical issues or need an urgent response, please call your doctor's office directly.